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Introduction – Transcriptional regulation

2
Wasserman W, Sandelin A.(2004) Applied bioinformatics for the identification of regulatory elements. Nat. Rev. Genetics

Introduction – TFBS experimental detection

Experimental Methods

3
1.- Geertz M, Maerkl J. (2010) Experimental strategies for studying transcription factor-DNA binding specificities. Briefings in functional genomics

Introduction – TFBS computational detection
Different approaches
Overrepresentation
(Observed vs Expected)

Positional bias

Different tools
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1.- Thomas-Chollier M, et al. (2012) A complete workflow for the analysis of full-size ChIP-seq (and similar) data sets using peak-motifs. Nature Protocols.

Introduction – TFBS representation
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Introduction – In silico motif discovery
Sequence
dataset

DataBases with redundant motifs

Combine several approaches + tools to discover motifs.
Pros: complementarity (motifs found by one program but not by
the others).
Cons: redundancy (same motifs found by several programs).

1.- Adapted from Thomas-Chollier et al. (2011) RSAT peak-motifs: motif analysis in full-size ChIP-seq datasets. Nucleic Acids Research.

Introduction – Where does redundancy come from?
In Motif discovery algorithms:



Complementarity between different algorithms.
One algorithm can be set with different parameters
(e.g. different k-mer size, different background model, etc).
local-words

oligo-analysis

position-analysis
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Introduction – Where does redundancy come from?
In Motif Databases:
1)TFBMs come from different sources (e.g. Footprint Assays, Selex, ChIP-seq, …)
2)TFBMs can come from data of several species.
3)TFs from the same Family use to have conserved structure of DBD.
4)Difficulties in annotation.
3
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Screenshot from Jaspar and FootprintDB: Query Sox2

Introduction – Motif comparison
How similar are these motifs?






Different width
Different orientation
Different number of sites
Differences in nucleotide frequencies.
Different information content
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Mahony S, et al (2007) DNA Familial Binding Profiles Made Easy: Comparison of Various Motif Alignment and Clustering Strategies. PloS Comp Biol

Introduction – Motif comparison : a battlefield







25 papers published (since 2004) with new methods to measure motif similarity.
Some metrics works well with monomers, dimer, spaced motifs, high information content
columns, etc.
Each publication says that its method outperforms the others!

Conclusion: No a standard metric to measure motif similarity. A combination
of them could help to measure correctly the similarity.
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Motivation – From comparison to clustering


The discovered motifs are compared against several motif databases.



The motif comparison results can be used to cluster the similar motifs.





The clustering of motifs would allow to:
a) Filter out the redundant motifs.
b) Classify the motifs (TF families)
Few programs are available to cluster motifs (stamp1 , m2match2 , matlign3, GMACS4)
Limitations:

Low number of input motifs.

One (or few) metrics can be used.

No visualization of the clustered TFBMs.

Only one dataset of TFBMs can be grouped.

1.- Mahony S and Benos P. (2007) STAMP: a web tool for exploring DNA-binding motif similarities. NAR.
2.- Kankainen M and Löytynoja A. (2007) MATLIGN: a motif clustering, comparison and matching tool. BMC Bioinformatics.
3.- Stegmaier P et al. (2013) A Discriminative Approach for Unsupervised Clustering of DNA Sequence Motifs. PloS Computational Biology.
4.- BroinP, SmithJY and Golden AJ. (2015) Alignment-free clustering of transcription factor binding motifs using a genetic-k-medoids
approach. BMC Bioinformatics.
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Motivation – Clustering of Motifs
Questions:
●

Which metric use to compare/cluster the motifs ?

●

Can we group the similar motifs ?

●

Does the clustering reflect binding properties of TFs ?

●

Does the grouped TFBMs correspond to the same Family ?

●

Is it possible to create a non-redundant collection of motifs ?

●

Does the public collections of motifs encompass the private ones ?
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Introduction – Identification of DBD from TFBMs
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Objectives


Create a tool to identify and visualize groups of similarities among a set of
input TFBMs.

Specific goals:
(1) Partitioning the input set of TFBMs into distinct clusters.
(2) Different TFBMs format should be used as input.
(3) Cluster more than one collection of motifs.
(4) Align the TFBMs to highlight common/different positions.
(5) Provide intuitive and dynamic visualization of motifs and their relationships.

Applications:
(1) Simplify the interpretation of motif discovery results.
(2) Identify groups of similar motifs (TF families).
(3) Create non-redundant collections of TFBMs.
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matrix-clustering


matrix-clustering : dynamic visualization of clusters of TFBMs in RSAT 1.
1) Segmentation of the input set of TFBMs into separated trees (forest) rather than a single tree.
2) Displays the cluster of motifs as logo alignments.
3) Generate Branch-wise motifs (also known as Familial Binding Profiles)
4) Supports for a large series of metrics to measure TFBM (dis)similarities.
5) Possibility to set a custom combination of these metrics to compute an integrative threshold to separate
the TFBMs.
6) Multiple and dynamic representation of clusters (logo alignment, heatmaps).
7) Possibility to cluster two ore more collection of TFBMs.



Available in RSAT website (http://www.rsat.eu/)

1.- Medina-Rivera A et al. (2015) RSAT 2015: Regulatory Sequence Analysis Tools. NAR
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Matrix-clustering - algorithm
Collection of Motifs
Motifs from several motif discovery tools

MEME

RSAT

Motifs from different experiments/conditions
Oct4
ChIP-seq

Sox2
ChIP-seq

Motif Databases
(Jaspar, Transfac, CisBP, Hocomoco, FootprintDB)
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Matrix-clustering - algorithm
Comparison of all motifs

Collection of Motifs
Motifs from several motif discovery tools

Various metrics to calculate motif similarity

MEME

RSAT

motifs

motifs

Motifs from different experiments/conditions
Oct4
ChIP-seq

Sox2
ChIP-seq

Motif Databases
(Jaspar, Transfac, CisBP, Hocomoco, FootprintDB)

Distance matrix
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Matrix-clustering - algorithm
Comparison of all motifs

Hierarchical Clustering

Various metrics to calculate motif similarity

One similarity metric + linkage rule

Collection of Motifs
Motifs from several motif discovery tools

MEME

RSAT

motifs

motifs

Motifs from different experiments/conditions
Oct4
ChIP-seq

Sox2
ChIP-seq

Motif Databases
(Jaspar, Transfac, CisBP, Hocomoco, FootprintDB)

Global Tree
Distance matrix
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Matrix-clustering - algorithm
Comparison of all motifs

Hierarchical Clustering

Various metrics to calculate motif similarity

One similarity metric + linkage rule

Collection of Motifs
Motifs from several motif discovery tools

MEME

RSAT

motifs

motifs

Motifs from different experiments/conditions
Oct4
ChIP-seq

Sox2
ChIP-seq

Motif Databases
(Jaspar, Transfac, CisBP, Hocomoco, FootprintDB)

Global Tree
Distance matrix

Partitioning
Alignment

Integrative threshold
with multiple metrics

Multiple clusters
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Matrix-clustering - algorithm
Comparison of all motifs

Hierarchical Clustering

Various metrics to calculate motif similarity

One similarity metric + linkage rule

Collection of Motifs
Motifs from several motif discovery tools

MEME

RSAT

motifs

motifs

Motifs from different experiments/conditions
Oct4
ChIP-seq

Sox2
ChIP-seq

Motif Databases
(Jaspar, Transfac, CisBP, Hocomoco, FootprintDB)

Global Tree
Distance matrix

Partitioning
Alignment

Integrative threshold
with multiple metrics

Multiple clusters

Branch-wise Motifs
and Collapsing

Non-redundant
22
Motifs

Matrix-clustering : output example
Expanded Tree
The Familial Binding Profiles
are calculated at each
branch.
The 'collection' tag indicates
the provenance of the motif.

Click on each branch
to collapse it
The hierarchical tree is
collapsed/expanded
dynamically.

Collapsed Tree
Non-Redundant Motifs: they
can be selected manually by
the user.
23

Choosing a metric - Drawbacks


Spurious alignments (alignment of non-informative columns)

Cluster 1

cor >= 0.8

Cluster 2
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Choosing a metric - Drawbacks


Spurious alignments (alignment of non-informative columns)

Cluster 1


cor >= 0.8

Cluster 2

Including the width of the aligned segment avoid the spurious alignments.
But the motifs are not aligned.

Cluster 1 and 2

cor >= 0.8 + w >= 5

Cluster 3 and 4
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Choosing a metric - Drawbacks


Spurious alignments (alignment of non-informative columns)

Cluster 1


Cluster 2

Including the width of the aligned segment avoid the spurious alignments.
But the motifs are not aligned.

Cluster 1 and 2


cor >= 0.8

cor >= 0.8 + w >= 5

Cluster 3 and 4

A correction in these metrics (e.g. normalization with the aligned segment) improves the results.
Ncor >= 0.6
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Cluster 1

Cluster 2 and 3

Example 1 : clustering several motif sets


Main Objective:
Discover and Cluster motifs in Oct4 ChIP-seq peaks with different algorithms (RSAT +
MEME + HOMER).



Specific Objectives:


Cluster several collections (files) of motifs coming from different sources (Databases,
Algorithms, etc).



Reduce the redundancy in multiple collections of motifs.



Obtain a representative (non-redundant) set of motifs.



Identify the Oct variants (Monomer, homodimer, heterodimer, etc).



Use STAMP1 as alternative tool to cluster the motifs.
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1.- Mahony S and Benos P. (2007) STAMP: a web tool for exploring DNA-binding motif similarities. NAR.

Oct4 and Sox2






Forced expression of four TFs expressed in ES Cells (c-Myc, Klf4, Oct4, Sox2) can
reprogram mouse embryonic fibroblast to pluripotent cells.
OCT-TFs bind to target sequences either by homodimerisation or by heterodimerisation
with other TFs.
Oct4 (Pou5f1) can heterodimerise with Sox2.
(SOx + OCt = SOCT).
Sox2 = CATTGTT
SOCT = CATTGTTATGCAAAT
OCT4 =
ATGCAAAT



SOCT is the top motif identified with de novo
motif discovery algorithms independently in Sox2
and Oct4 ChIP-seq peaks from mouse ES cells.

28
1.- Kamachi Y and Kondoh H. (2013) Sox proteins: regulators of cell fate specification and differentiation. Development.

Motifs found in Oct4 ChIP-seq peaks
Clustering of motifs

Oct4 ChIP-seq peaks 2

Motif Discovery
Various motif discovery algorithms

Reduce Motif Redundancy
Identification of Oct variants
Monomer

Plaindromic
Homodimer

Heterodimer

Non-redundant motifs
compared with DataBases

Alternative
Motif

1.- Adapted from Thomas-Chollier et al. (2011) RSAT peak-motifs: motif analysis in full-size ChIP-seq datasets. Nucleic Acids Research.
2.- Chen X et al. (2008). Integration of External Signaling Pathwayswith the Core Transcriptional Network in Embryonic Stem Cells. Cell

One cluster with Oct4 motifs
RSAT

: 23 motifs

MEME

: 18 motifs

HOMER : 3 motifs
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One cluster with Oct4 motifs
RSAT

: 23 motifs

MEME

: 18 motifs

Collapsed tree with non-redundant motifs

HOMER : 3 motifs
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One cluster with Oct4 motifs
RSAT

: 23 motifs

MEME

: 18 motifs

Collapsed tree with non-redundant motifs

HOMER : 3 motifs

Canonical Oct

MORE

SOCT (Sox + Oct)

Sox

PORE

Alternative Oct motif

(Palindromic Oct factor Recognition Element)

(More palindromic Oct factor Recognition Element)
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(The same) Motifs clustered with STAMP1
Alignment

Tree


Pros:
a) The fastest
b) Several metrics can be selected
c) Several alignment types allowed.



Familial Binding Profile

Cons:
a) The tree is not partitioned in a forest.
b) The motifs are forced to be aligned in
a single alignment.
c) Only one FBP can be obtained.
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1.- Mahony S and Benos P. (2007) STAMP: a web tool for exploring DNA-binding motif similarities. NAR.

Example 2 : clustering a complete motif database


Main Objective:
Cluster the full collection of motifs in different Databases (Jaspar vertebrates and
insects, Hocomoco, RegulonDB, etc)



Specific Objectives:



Identify groups of motifs belonging to the same TF family.
Find a threshold to separate the motifs in Families.
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1.2.-

Example 3 : clustering Jaspar vertebrates


205 Motifs => 68 clusters

Each color bar
represents a
cluster.

Many small clusters which correspond to
different TF Families (e.g. Fox, Gata, Sox, etc).
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Example 3 : clustering Jaspar insects


205 Motifs => 68 clusters

Each color bar
represents a
cluster.

Almost half of the motifs in the collection are
grouped in a big cluster, that corresponds to the
Hox motifs.
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Take Home Messages






There is no a 'best' metric to measure motif similarity. (But combining several
metrics can help to properly compare or classify the motifs).
The motif redundancy issue after using motif discovery tools can be faced with
clustering of motifs.
A large collection of redundant motifs can be reduced to a small non-redundant
set, thus simplifying the analysis.
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